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Arsenal Minute by Minute
Covering More Than 500 Goals, Penalties,
Red Cards and Other Intriguing Facts
By David Jackson

Key features
• Fascinating look back at Arsenal’s most important
moments and greatest goals – with the times, dates and
descriptions of how they hit the net
• A treasure trove of nostalgia for Arsenal fans, charting
the Gunners’ proud history with all the drama, elation,
heartache, highs and lows
• Reveals the unusual patterns and frequency of vital goals in
particular minutes, and records the goals and moments that
inspired 13 top-flight titles
• Revisits the goals scored by such legends as Dennis
Bergkamp, Cliff Bastin, Ian Wright, Thierry Henry and
Malcom Macdonald

Description

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Arsenal FC Minute by Minute takes you on a fantastic journey through the Gunners’ matchday history. Relive all the breathtaking goals,
heroic penalty saves, sending offs and other memorable moments in this unique by-the-clock guide. From Arsenal’s early beginnings
to the days of domestic dominance, the book covers everything from the great Herbert Chapman era to the Tom Whittaker glory
years, Bertie Mee’s exciting side of the late 1960s and early 1970s, George Graham’s Gunners teams and Arsene Wenger’s ‘Invincibles’.
Revisit Arsenal’s most spectacular modern feats and learn things you didn’t know about the club’s glorious past. From goals scored in
the opening seconds to those last-gasp extra-time winners that have thrilled generations of fans at Highbury,The Emirates and around
the world, Arsenal FC Minute by Minute is packed with memorable moments. With goals from Thierry Henry, Ian Wright, Cliff
Bastin, Charlie George and hundreds of others – the book is filled with thrilling memories from kick-off through to the final whistle.
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